
istrut innovating standards

Dream it.  Build it.  Believe.
The istrut is a new and innovative approach to the building blocks of conventional thinking.         
  

products that perform 

 austintown, oh     330.259.9009     330.259.9001
ph: fax:

Visualize it.
Istrut is a modular structural shape that has a variety of connections and adapters and is 
architecturally attractive with high strength to weight ratio that is based on simplicity of the 
design.  Dimensions range from 2in to 24in and many of the same connection used with 
standard strut material is available.  The istrut’s modular series pro�les can be used in a 
variety of con�gurations from light-duty crane rails to modular structure assemblies.  
Imagination is your key to unlocking the potential of istrut.

Create it.
The istrut is assembled using these modular bolt-together components and pro�les.  Simple 
connections and adapters allow you to easily create structural assemblies with greater 
precision and capacities than ever before.  All assemblies are secured using grade 5 or 
equivalent industry approved fasteners and can be permanently fastened using a thread 
locking agent.          

istrut is available in 2 di�erent series – The 50 SERIES is a light-duty pro�le for 
smaller applications with the top and bottom tube being .5in.  The 100 
SERIES is more robust pro�le for larger applications.  Both series comes in 4 
di�erent heights.  The 50 SERIES in 2in., 3in., 4in., and 6in. and the 100 SERIES 
in 6in., 8in., 10in., and 12in.

Components available:

single enclosed ibeam trough column

Connection Types: T’s, Angles, Intersections
Clamps and bolt-on Adapters
Pipe Brackets
Trolleys and Slides
Hangers and Casters
Radius Connections
Custom and Standard Kits Available
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